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Software technique based on validating application semantics assertions can be a useful toward
designing a self-healing application system. Self-Healing is a very new area of research that
deals with fault tolerance for dynamic systems. Self-healing deals with imprecise specification,
uncontrolled environment, and reconfiguration of systems according to their dynamics. The term
“Self-healing” denotes the capability of a software system in dealing with bugs. Fault Tolerance
for dependable computing is about providing the specified service through rigorous design
whereas self-healing is about run-time issues. Software which is capable of detecting and
reacting to its malfunctions, is called self-healing software. Such software system has the ability
to examine its failures and to take appropriate corrections.
Self-Healing system must have
knowledge about its expected behavior in order to examine whether its actual behavior deviates
from its expected behavior in relation of the environment.
Self-healing categories of aspects include Fault-model or fault hypothesis, System-response,
System-completeness and Design-context. A fault-model of Self-Healing system is to state what
faults or injuries to be self-healed including fault duration, fault source such as, operational
errors, defective system requirements or implementation errors etc. System-response includes
the aspects of fault detection, degree of degradation, fault response and an attempt to recovery
action or compensation for a fault. Fault detection approaches involved in a self-healing system
include application system’s semantics-driven assertions, supervisory checks, examining the
computing answers, comparison of replicated components, online self testing etc. Systemcompleteness aspect deals with reality of knowledge limits, incompleteness in specifications and
designs thereof. It also deals with the problem of system self-knowledge, system evolution etc.
Handling the architectural incompleteness for example, of third-party components or of various
patches during or after system deployment is really a challenging issue in developing a selfhealing system.
Designers of Self-Healing application system should have a thorough knowledge about their
application systems’ semantics. Design-context addresses the problems on abstraction level,
component-level homogeneity, system linearity, system-scope, pre-deterministic behaviors, user
involvement aspects etc. Application semantics driven assertions approach helps to run-time
validate the various assertions that are derived from application semantics for designing a Selfhealing system. The assertions are derived from the application domain specific knowledge of
the system’s expected behavior and Self-Healing achieved by examining whether the system’s
actual behavior deviates from its expected behavior in relation of the system’s environment.
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